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1. Introduction and aims
The REMPARK project is aimed at developing an integrated technologically advanced system
to improve the medical management of Parkinson's disease (PD) through the implementation of
a gait analysis and guidance device.
The project will proceed according to two main steps. The first one is aimed to develop a
wearable monitoring system able to identify in real time the motor status of the PD patients, and
evaluating "on" and "off" states and presence of dyskinesia, with sensitivity greater than 80%
and specificity greater than 80% in operation during ambulatory conditions; aim of this step is
also to develop a gait guidance system able to help the patient in real time during their daily
activities. To realize this aim, the system will incorporate a motion sensor, with a size as a
mobile phone carried at the waist and will be connected to a system for providing a stimulus,
such as hearing (one rhythm through a small "earpiece" or headset). Sensors will register
changes in both some motor and non-motor parameters in order to detect the "off" and "on"
conditions and the presence and severity of dyskinesia. The device will also allow identifying in
real time the possible action to be performed, in terms of therapeutic approaches, to face with
the detected changes.
The second main step of REMPARK is aimed to develop a connecting system that allows a
functional interaction between the patient and the physician. In particular, according to the
intelligent analysis of data provided by the first step, the communication of clinical data about
patient's functioning through a dedicated Server will allow the physician in charge to access
accurate and reliable information to decide about the treatment that best suits the patient, for
instance to adjust the so called therapeutic window. This would significantly improve the
therapeutic management of the disease.
The above objectives will be developed along the following issues: i) identification of motor
status in real time; ii) development of a gait guidance system; iii) development of a user
interface to collect direct feedback from the patient; iv) development of a server to allow
interaction with the doctor in charge and track the evolution of the patient’s condition. The
mentioned issues will be addressed by eleven work packages (WP) that see in turn involved all
the projects partners.
The present deliverable is part of the WP1 named "Medical and technical specifications". This
work plan schedule is dedicated both to the collection of clinical information to understand
aspects that may be relevant for the REMPARK system to be correctly implemented and to
adjust the technical specification of the devises. In particular, the present deliverable D1.2, is
aimed at presenting questionnaires administered to professionals and the relative results of
statistical elaboration of data deriving from the questionnaires administration. This report
complements deliverable D1.1 that is aimed at presenting and discussing statistical results on
the patients' questionnaire answers. In fact, both deliverables deal with the medical assessment
of PD that is a critical aspect that must be considered for the final organization of the efficient
REMPARK subsystems and architecture of the service.
The deliverable D1.2 is specifically focused on the professionals' questionnaires that have been
designed to obtain inputs by doctor/physiotherapists on various relevant points to REMPARK.
• First, on the salient clinical features of PD in the different stages of the disease. Here,
for instance, the professional is requested to indicate the symptoms with higher priority
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for treatment, which symptoms may have a great impact on daily living, which are the
most frequent symptoms according to a mild, moderate or severe PD, and so on.
Second, information should be collected on how the professional expects to be helped
by REMPARK system in the therapeutic management of the individuals with PD. "At
which PD stages do you think REMPARK may be useful?", "For the improvement of
which symptoms do you think REMPARK may be useful?", are an example of the
related questions made to the professionals to acquire valuable information at this level
of analysis.
Third, how have data to be organised for an optimal use and an optimal updating of the
PD treatment in the disease course. At this level the professional is required to express
his opinion on the usability of REMPARK in PD patients as a function of symptoms
severity.

Furthermore, the interviews helped REMPARK to understand the perspective, the expectations
and the general attitude of the care service (i.e., clinical professional) against the REMPARK
approach and services. At this regard, emphasis was paid in capturing different perspectives.
For this reason the questionnaires were administered to different kind of professionals
belonging to the medical (i.e., neurologists, geriatricians) and technical rehabilitative (i.e.,
physiotherapist, occupational therapist) areas.
The whole process established for the purpose of collecting and analysing care services
providers was guided and regulated by a disciplined methodology. A great deal of this report is
devoted to the presentation and analysis of the results that were obtained following the
administration of the questionnaires to clinical/health experts. In particular, the results obtained
from the surveys with professionals are analysed and presented by using widely accepted
methods. The aims of the analyses here reported and discussed are to investigate the above
mentioned issues regarding the perceived usefulness of the REMPARK system and the salient
clinical features of PD in the different phases of the disease (i.e., mild, moderate, severe).
Preliminary analyses are also performed to investigate the reliability of the questionnaire
answers and influence of some demographic factors on the answers themselves.
So, analyses are conducted to investigate:
•
•
•
•
•

The effect related to sample characteristics (e.g. country, professionals, years of clinical
practice).
The presence of missing data.
Correlations between priority, severity and treatment indications.
Comparison on the clinical relevance of PD motor symptoms between the three disease
phases (i.e., mild, moderate and advanced).
Judgment about REMPARK utility as a function of the disease severity (the three
disease phases).

Analyses are, in some cases, presented both individually, that is to say separately for each
country, and taking together answers given by professionals from the four main countries/sites
involved in this deliverable, that include the following: Centro Medico Teknon (Spain),
Fondazione Santa Lucia (Italy), Maccabi Healthcare Services (Israel) and the National
University of Ireland (Ireland).
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After this brief introduction aimed to globally present objectives and methods of the
deliverables, in the following sections of the manuscript we shall describe the characteristics of
the questionnaires and of the subjects involved the methodology we followed to build
questionnaires and for data collection. Subsequently, the results of data analyses will be
presented and discussed according to the above points. In the final section of the report a data
summary together with the potentially useful suggestions deriving from the present findings for
the general purpose of the project will be discussed.

2. Subjects and methods
2.1. Subjects – Demographic reports
The characteristics of the professionals recruited for the questionnaires administration are
reported in Figures 1to 3. As Figure 1 illustrates, 57 professionals participated into this phase of
the project. The country of origin of some professionals and their clinical experience were in a
country not included within the four above. These Professionals came from Luxemburg and
Hungary and are indicated as “other” in the related figures. The number of years of clinical
expertise with PD patients was, in the average, 13.7 (SD=4.6). Most of the clinicians were
employed in Public Health Service (n=36) while 18 of them were employed in private or
"intermediate" health care system (Figure 2).
Across the different countries/sites, it should be noted the three kinds of professional who took
part to the study were neurologists, geriatricians and physiotherapists. Occupational therapists,
included among professional profile allowed to fill the questionnaires, were not recruited at all.
As Figures 3 clearly illustrates the majority of them were neurologists (n=23), followed by
physiotherapists (n=22) and, then, by geriatricians (n=10).

Figure 1 Illustration of the number of professional who filled the questionnaire divided
according to their country of origin. Years of clinical practice in PD area are also
reported in the average, also in this case individually for each country. Vertical bars
represent standard error.
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Professionals Number

Figure 2 Number of professionals employed within the Public Health System or, instead,
in the private or intermediate (other) health services is report for the different Countries
involved in this phase of the project.
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Figure 3 Distribution of neurologists, geriatricians and physiotherapists across the
different countries/sites. As the figures clearly shows, there are some missing data
related to the fact that some professionals did not tick the share to indicate own
professional category.
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2.2. Material and Procedure
Questionnaire description
The characteristics of the questionnaire including the formulation of the items and methodology
for responding questions were developed through a continuous consultation between the
following four partners who were particularly engaged in WP1: Centro Medico Teknon (Spain),
Fondazione Santa Lucia (Italy), Maccabi Healthcare Services (Israel) and the National
University of Ireland (Ireland).
Indeed, the foundations for the questionnaires structuration were laid in the kick-off meeting of
REMPARK in the past month of November. During that meeting the potential characteristics of
the questionnaire were jointly discussed and all REMPARK partners gave their related opinion.
Subsequently, the discussion progressed by continuous WEB interactions, in this case involving
specifically the above four clinical partners of the project. The questionnaire is presented in the
Annex of this deliverable.
It is composed by three main sections.
•
•

•

An initial social-demographic section in which the participant is required to provide for
personal information regarding, for instance, own specialty, the country of origin, the
years of clinical experience with PD patients and so on.
A second central section that addresses clinical issues related to PD. This is the section
in which questions are proposed that requires to indicate the clinical relevance of PD
symptoms according to the three disease stages (i.e., mild, moderate and advanced).
Questions such as the following ones are posed: What do you considerer are the three
most characteristic motor symptoms of this phase? What do you consider are the 3
motor symptoms that interfere more, with the quality of life of people with Parkinson's
at this stage of the disease? What do you consider are the three priorities to treat
symptoms at this stage of the disease? The professional must answer by ticking a square
box in a mixed multiple alternative forced choice paradigm. In fact, for most questions,
if the professional feels that the right answer does not fit with the proposed alternatives
he can tick the square box corresponding to “other” and, than, he is allowed to better
specify his response.
The third and final section of the questionnaire is aimed to investigate the potential
utility of REMPARK system for the clinical management of PD, as it is perceived by
professionals. Questions like the following ones are proposed here: “Do you consider
that a system such as REMPARK would be useful to improve motor problems of your
people with Parkinson's? In your clinical practice, do you consider that a system such
as REMPARK would be a useful system for monitoring motor problems of your people
with Parkinson's? In the case the professional expresses a positive judgment about
REMPARK utility by ticking the “yes” box he is required to indicate both the PD stage
for which REMPARK could be better applicable (i.e., mild, moderate or advanced
stages) and which PD symptoms would benefit from REMPARK utilization. Also for
these questions the professional has to respond by ticking a square box in a mixed
multiple alternative forced choice paradigm.
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Questionnaire administration
For questionnaire administration we adopted both a telematics version and a paper procedure. In
the former procedure, the professional was required to fill the questionnaires on the REMPARK
Website. More specifically, at the beginning of the process the professional was attributed an
individual alphanumeric code by a REMPARK partner. The code and the e-mail of the
professionals had to be registered into the Web system. In this way, the system could send to
that professional an e-mail message with the password the professional had to use in order to
access the questionnaire. This procedure was used by the majority of the professionals who
directly answered the questionnaires response on the Website. However, some professionals had
difficulties in directly acceding to the Web system. This difficulty was mainly related to the fact
that the informatics network service of some clinical centers does not allow the access to some
uncontrolled Websites. This is generally made for the reason of security.
In these cases, thus, the paper procedure was adopted according to which the professional was
administered the paper version of the questionnaire. After the questionnaire was filled, the
relative responses were individually entered into the Web system directly by the REMPARK
partner. All data were collected between the month of January and March 2012.

2.3. Analysis of data
Both descriptive and inferential statistics were applied to data. In particular, means and standard
errors are computed for the majority of responses and are represented graphically or directly
into the tests.
Moreover, Pearson’s r correlations were used to investigate inter-items relationship whereas
ANOVA model was applied to analyses between groups and within group effects.
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3. Results
3.1. Items-related analyses
Professionals had not difficulties in answering to the proposed questionnaire' questions. This is
showed by the absence of significant missing data on content questions i.e., those questions
relating to the clinical characteristics of the disease and to the usability of REMPARK system in
PD.
However, about 3% of professionals (n=2) did not tick the square box relating to the question
requiring to indicate the specific professional category (i.e., neurologist, geriatrician,
physiotherapists, occupational therapist) they belonged to. Moreover, twelve professionals did
not indicate which PD symptoms would mainly benefit from the application of the REMPARK
system. We could hypothesise that above missing responses are due to an unable graphic
illustration of the question itself that did not allow the participant to correctly individuate it.
As above mentioned, beyond these questions, no other missing data were registered. This
clearly indicates that all content questions were correctly processed by professionals, thus,
making us fairly confident about the reliability of collected data.
Analysis of the correlation between responses on clinical questions
A first item analysis was performed to investigate the coherence of the professionals’ response
relating the clinical answers. More specifically, the participant is required to evaluate the
clinical relevance of a PD symptom by indicating:
•
•
•

The three most characteristic motor symptoms of PD.
The three motor symptoms that interfere more with the quality of life of people with
PD.
The three symptoms that have priority for treatment.

All three questions are individually addressed for mild, moderate and advanced PD stage. The
three issues are apparently related since it can be reasonably posited that the most characteristic
symptoms of PD have a great probability to be those symptoms that interfere with quality of life
and for which a treatment is required. Therefore, from the statistical point of view, the existence
of a significant correlation between the responses on these items could be a parameter to verify
the reliability of responses themselves.
In order to examine the correlation between the professionals’ responses on the above three
items/questions, Pearson’ r statistic has been performed. For the purpose of these analyses, in
order to quantify the relative weight of each symptom the responses were classified according to
a Likert-type scale ranging from 0 to 3. In particular, a score of 3 was attributed to the
symptoms the professional indicated as first, a score of 2 was attributed to a symptom indicated
as second, a score of 1 was given to the symptom indicated as third and, finally, a score of 0
was attributed to the symptoms not included in the first three symptoms list. Moreover, we did
not take in consideration the specific stage of the disease (i.e., mild, moderate or advanced) but,
rather, for each symptom a unique score was computed by collapsing the relative score from all
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the three phases. The unique score, thus, refers to the average score the professionals gave to
each symptom for each PD phase.
The results of these analyses are reported in Table 1. As the Table illustrates, most of the
correlations analysed were significant. In these case the r value ranged from 0.27 to 0.72 being
>0.40 in about 67% of all cases. The significance of the correlation was only approached only in
one case relating to the analysis that involved the “Difficulty in Turning” symptom (i.e., the
correlation between the score attributed to “most characteristic symptoms” and to the “priority
for treatment items”).
Therefore, the correlation analyses, by confirming the existence of a significant relationship
between the professionals’ response, indicate a global coherence of the responses themselves.

Most Characteristic
symptoms
Vs
Quality of life
interference

Most Characteristic
symptoms
Vs
Priority for treatment

Priority for treatment
Vs
Quality of life
interference

Pearson’s r; p
Small Steps
Shuffle
Difficulty in Turning
Freezing of gait
Reduced Speed in
Walking

0.32; 0.014
0.27; 0.037
0.29; 0.024
0.65; <0.001

0.47; <0.001
0.32; 0.015
0.19; 0.14
0.55; <0.001

0.53; <0.001
0.63; <0.001
0.43; 0.001
0.72; <0.001

0.31; 0.02

0.41; 0.002

0.46; <0.001

Falls

0.62; <0.001

0.45; <0.001

0.61; <0.001

Table 1 Results of correlations analyses (Pearson’s r) performed to investigate the
relationship between the responses professionals provided for the questionnaire’s items
requiring to indicate i) the three most characteristic motor symptoms of PD, ii) the three
motor symptoms that interfere more with the quality of life of people PD and iii) the
three symptoms that have priority for treatment. Pearson’s r and p values are also
reported.

Investigation of the clinical relevance of the motor symptoms in the three PD phases (i.e.,
mild, moderate and advanced)
The clinical relevance of the PD symptoms as reported by professionals was investigated by
means of descriptive analyses firstly without taking into consideration the particular country/site
where the data were collected and, then, in a second step, individually for each country/site.
This was made in order to have both a general view on data and to evidence possible differences
as a function of the country/site the professional belongs to.
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For the purpose of these analyses, a unique score was computed by collapsing the score
attributed to each individual item in the three clinical questions requiring the professional to
indicate
i.
ii.
iii.

The three most characteristic motor symptoms of PD.
The three motor symptoms that interfere more with the quality of life of people PD.
The three symptoms that have priority for treatment.

Indeed, as discussed in the previous paragraph, the three responses are highly correlated and
taken together may represent a reliable parameter to measure the clinical relevance of a certain
symptom.
An index of clinical relevance for each symptom was, thus, computed by averaging the score
attributed by professionals to that symptom in the three questions. For instance, the index of
clinical relevance for “small steps” was represented by averaging the scores attribute to it in the
question i), ii) and iii). Also in this case, for the purpose of these analyses, in order to quantify
the relative weight of each symptom a score of 3 was attributed to the symptoms the
professional indicated as first, a score of 2 was attributed to a symptom indicated as second, a
score of 1 was given to the symptom indicated as third and, finally, a score of 0 was attributed
to the symptoms not included in the first three symptoms list.
3

Index of Clinical Relevance

2,5

2

1,5
Mild PD stage (Hoehn &Yah=I-II)
Moderate PD stage (Hoehn &Yah=III)

1

Advanced PD stage (Hoehn &Yahr=IV-V)
0,5

0
Small Steps

Shuffle

Difficulty in
turning

Freezing of
Reduced
gait
walking speed

Falls

Others

PD Motor Symptoms

Figure 4 Indices of clinical relevance for each PD motor symptoms examined referred to
the mild (blue columns), moderate (red columns) and advanced (green columns) PD
stages. The indices are represented by the values obtained by collapsing data from the
different countries/sites participating in this phase of the project. Vertical bars represent
standard errors.
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As showed in Figure 4, independently from the countries/sites where data were collected, the
analysis of the index of clinical relevance computed for PD motor symptoms evidence some
differences according to the PD stage considered.
In fact, in the mild stage (represented by blue columns in the Figure), “reduced walking speed”,
“small steps”, “difficulty in turning” and “shuffle” were the four symptoms with the higher
index of clinical relevance with and index value of 1.74, 1.24, 0.68 and 0.66, respectively.
In the moderate stage (represented by red columns in the Figure), the most clinically relevant
symptoms were “freezing of gate”, “difficulty in turning”, “falls” and “reduced walking speed”
with and index value of 1.19, 1.05, 0.91 and 0.87, respectively.
Finally, as for the advanced stage (represented by green columns in the Figure), the symptoms
with a higher index of clinical relevance were “falls”, “freezing of gate”, “difficulty in turning”
and “shuffle” with an index value of 1.91, 1.50, 0.84 and 0.56, respectively.
In the following Figures 5 to 7, the same as above index of clinical relevance for each
symptoms is represented separately for the specific site by which the data were collected. In
figure 5 the index is reported for the mild PD stage, in figure 6 for moderate phase and in Figure
7 for advanced stage.
According to the majority of professionals, patients with PD adopt some specific strategies to
improve gait difficulties particularly in the moderate-advanced stages of the disease. More
specifically, more than 80% (n=48) and about 91% (n=52) of professionals indicates that PD
patients use strategies to improve gait in the moderate and advanced phases, respectively,
compared to the 33% who report this behaviour in the mild stages of the disease. The strategies
more frequently adopted by patients in the moderate-advance disease stages would be stick use,
verbal cueing, attention focus on walking and steps counting. These strategies have been
indicated by about 79% (n=38) of professionals for the moderate stage and by the 80% (n=42)
of them for the advanced stage.
However, according to professionals, the most useful strategies to be adopted in the moderateadvanced PD would be the use of verbal cueing for about 32% (n=18), steps counting for about
16% (n=9) and stick use for about 14% (n=8) of them. As for the advanced stage, also in this
case the majority of professionals indicated verbal cueing as the most useful strategy to be
adopted (about 26% of responses; n=15) followed by stick (about 23% of responses; n=13) and
metronome (about 12% of responses; n=7) use.
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Figure 5 Indices of clinical relevance for each PD motor symptoms examined referred to
the mild PD stages. Vertical bars represent standard errors.
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Figure 6 Indices of clinical relevance for each PD motor symptoms for moderate PD
phases. Vertical bars represent standard errors.
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Figure 7 Indices of clinical relevance for each PD motor symptoms for the advanced PD
stages. Vertical bars represent standard errors.

A substantial homogeneity of the clinical relevance of PD symptoms is evidenced for the mild
PD stages (Figure 5). Indeed, according to the clinical index, a general among sites agreement is
present for considering “reduced walking speed” and “small steps” as the most clinically
important features of PD individuals in this phase of the disease.
As for the moderate stages (Figure 6), in this case more heterogeneous index values raised. In
fact, according to the responses of professionals from Spain and Ireland, “freezing of gait” and
“difficulty in turning” were the most clinically relevant symptoms. The analysis of Italian data
is, instead, supportive of a similar clinical relevance for “freezing of gait” and “shuffle”,
whereas according to data from Israel highest clinical relevance should be attributed to “falls”
and “reduced walk speeding”. Divergent results may be also observed from “other sites”
responses although, in this case, the low sample amplitude (n=3) does not allow a direct
comparison with data from the other countries.
As regard for the advanced stages, data analysis reveals a homogenous picture. As showed in
Figure 7, according to the index of clinical relevance, across all sites the most important PD
symptoms in this phase of the disease are represented by “falls”, “freezing of gait”, “difficulty
in turning” and “shuffle”.
Analysis of judgments about REMPARK utility for PD patients
A large majority of professionals considered REMPARK potentially useful for PD
management. More specifically, about 96% of professionals (n=55) judged REMPARK a useful
system for symptoms improvement and 93% (n=53) considered REMPARK potentially useful
for symptoms monitoring. The REMPARK utility for both symptoms improvement and
monitoring, was perceived by professional for the intervention in the moderate stages (49% and
40% of responses, respectively) and at a lesser extent in the mild (about 21% and 23% of
responses, respectively) and advanced (about 9% and 19% of responses) stages. However, the
presence of missing data (n=13) related to the lack of responses on the specification of the PD
phase for which the application of REMPARK system would be more useful, reduces the
reliability of these findings.
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In order to quantify the professionals’ judgements about which symptoms REMPARK system
would be more useful, in terms of both improvement and monitoring, the professionals
responses were classified on a Likert-type scale ranging from 0 to 3, where 0 represents the
minimum value assigned to the effect of REMPARK system on a specified symptom and,
conversely, 3 indicates the highest value.
As Figure 8 illustrates, a substantial coherence is noted about the symptoms that would better
benefit from the application of the REMPARK system in terms of symptoms improvement and
monitoring. Indeed, according to professionals’ opinions, the symptoms on which the
REMPARK system would have a greater positive impact would be “freezing of gait” and
“reduced walking speed”.

Index of Clinical Relevance

3
2,5
2
1,5
1

REMPARK utility for symptoms improvement

0,5

REMPARK utility for symptoms monitoring

0
Small
Steps

Shuffle Difficulty Freezing Reduced
in turning of gait walking
speed

Falls

Other

PD Motor Symptoms

Figure 8 Subjective judgment expressed by professionals about the utility of REMPARK
system for both improvement and monitoring of motor symptoms. Vertical bars represent
standard errors.
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3.2. Analysis of the population – Demographics-related
analyses
Effect of years of clinical experience with PD on the index of clinical relevance.
The results presented above outline that some PD symptoms may have different relevance,
depending on the clinical point of view. This observation has a clear impact on the therapeutic
approach in general and, in particular, on the design of devices aimed at improving or
monitoring the clinical condition of the patient.
In fact, following both a clinical and an economic approach a useful device should be targeted
on the most prominent difficulties (i.e., symptoms) that have a higher impact on the quality of
life of the affected individual. In this perspective, some factors that could influence the clinical
judgement on the qualitative and quantitative characteristic of a disease should be taken into
account carefully.
In our questionnaire, the professional is required to express his own opinion on which are the
symptoms that better describe the clinical picture of PD, which are the symptoms that
significantly interfere with quality of life of the patient and to indicate whose symptoms for
which a therapeutic intervention is particularly needed. Such a judgment is obviously based on
the clinical expertise of the professional with the pathology of interest. Therefore, it could be
supposed that the number of years of clinical practice with PD patients of the professional
influences the symptoms classification. In order to verify the effect of this factor on the clinical
judgment as operationalized by means of the index of clinical relevance (the dependent variable
in the model) a Mixed ANOVA was performed.
For the purpose of this analysis, professionals were split in two groups according to the median
value of the years of clinical experience with PD reported by the group as a whole (Figure 9).
So, a professional with a number of years of experience below the median value were classified
as low experienced professional (n=27), whereas professionals with a number of years of
clinical experience higher than the median value were classified as high experienced
professionals (n=25). Five professional were excluded from this analysis since the years of
clinical experience with PD they reported corresponded to the median value of the group
(median value=10).
In this analysis, the Clinical Experience (low vs. high) was the between factors while the
Symptoms and the Disease Stages (Mild vs. Moderate vs. Advanced) were the within factors.
The critical effects to be analysed to verify our hypothesis on the possible influence of clinical
experience on the index of clinical relevance are the significance of main effect of the between
factor (i.e., Clinical experience) and/or the statistical significance of the interaction between this
factor and the two within factors.
The results of the analysis do not reveal a significant effect of the main factor Clinical
Experience (F(1,50)=1.09; p>0.30), of the first-level Clinical Relevance*Disease Stages
interaction (F(2,100)=0.12; p>0.80) and of the second-level Clinical Relevance*Disease
Stages*Symptoms interaction (F(12,600)= 1.17; p>0.30). However, a significant Clinical
Relevance* Symptoms interaction was found (F(6,300)=3.38; p>0.05). In order to qualify this
interaction, post-hoc LSD (Least Significant Difference) tests were performed. The results of
these analysis showed that the index of clinical relevance was significantly higher in the low20
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than in the high-experienced professionals for “freezing of gait”(p=0.013), whereas the reversed
pattern was observed for “reduced walking speed”. That is to say, the index of clinical relevance
for “reduced walking speed” was higher in high- than in low-experienced professionals
(p=0.015; Figure 8). No other significant differences were found (all p consistently <0.05).

3

Index of Clinical Relevance

2,5

2
Short Clinical Experience

*

1,5

Long Clinical experience

*
1

0,5

0
Small Steps

Shuffle

Difficulty in
turning

Freezing of gait

Reduced
walking speed

Falls

Other

PD Motor Symptoms

Figure 9 Indices of clinical relevance of PD motor symptoms as a function of the years
of clinical experience with PD patients. Vertical bars indicate standard errors. *
Indicates a statistical significance with p<0.05 of post-hoc LSD comparisons.
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4. Discussion and conclusive remarks
The present deliverable was aimed at presenting data on professionals' questionnaires that have
been designed to obtain inputs by clinicians on various relevant points to REMPARK. A first
critical issue the questionnaires are focussed on is the understanding of the salient clinical
features of PD in the different stages of the disease. The questionnaires responses should also
give valuable information about clinicians’ expectations on the REMPARK utility and usability
in the clinical management of PD.
A first preliminary comment has to be reserved to the reliability of the professional’s responses.
At this regards, some indicators such as the absence of missing data on content questions as
well as a substantial coherence of responses on clinical questions suggests that the
questionnaires have been filled correctly and congruently.
The descriptive and inferential statistics applied to data allow us to evidence some main points
of interest for the development of the REMPARK system.
•

First, as expected, different symptoms achieve a clinical relevance and require a
therapeutic intervention as a function of different PD phase considered and, thus, in
particular in the mild stage of PD “reduced walking speed” and “small steps”, were
the most clinically relevant symptoms whereas in the moderate stages “freezing of
gate” and “difficulty in turning” appear to be more important clinical signs.
Moreover, in the advanced stages “falls” arises as a new main clinical occurrence. As
above mentioned, this finding is expected on the basis of the neurological
characteristics of PD (Agid et al., 1993). Indeed, PD is a neurodegenerative disease that
progressively affects different motor and non-motor brain circuitries with a related
modification of both the qualitative and quantitative (i.e., severity) clinical features of
the disease (Braak et al., 2003; Chase et al., 1988; Dauer & Przedborski, 2003). An
interesting aspect to be remarked is that according to professionals PD patients use
strategies to improve symptoms mainly in the moderate-advanced stages than in the
mild ones. This finding is obviously expected on the basis of the greater impact that
symptoms severity progressively exert on daily living. However, according to
professionals, the strategies that PD patients seem to adopt for improving their gait
difficulties do not appear to be the most useful. In particular, professionals judge as
useful strategies to be adopted in both the moderate and advanced stages the verbal
cueing whereas it seems that PD patients tend to more frequently use stick.
Moreover, the analysis of questionnaires responses outlines a substantial convergence
of the professionals’ clinical judgements between the different countries/sites for mild
and advanced stages of the disease. However, it should be noted that the same
judgements appear to be more heterogeneous when applied to moderate PD stages. A
possible interpretation of this heterogeneity is related to the objective difficulty to
clinically define the moderate stages in respect to mild and advanced ones.

•

A second main result is that the clinical experience affects the clinical judgment on
some specific motor symptoms. Indeed, professional with less years of clinical practice
tend to overestimate the clinical relevance of “freezing of gait” and to undervalue the
relevance of “reduced walking speed” (Figure 9). Based on these results it could be
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argued that these symptoms are particularly sensitive to clinical practice. This finding
provides for some important indications for the REMPARK system. Indeed, in the
assumption that the ability to clinically evaluate the signs and symptoms of a PD is
positively correlated with the clinical experience, this result clearly suggest that in
targeting the REMPARK system “reduced walking speed” should be considered a
symptom as relevant as “freezing of gait”.
•

A third main point evidenced by the responses analysis is that REMPARK system is
perceived by professionals as a potentially useful instrument for the management and
treatment of PD. This seems particularly true for the moderate stages of the disease. As
a matter of fact, the majority of professionals indicated the moderate phases of the
disease as the best target phase for REMPARK. At this regard, it should be remarked
here that, as previously discussed in the present report, the moderate stage of the disease
is the stage for which the judgment on the clinical relevance of symptoms is more
heterogeneous. This provides a clear indication for REMPARK. Indeed, the
multifaceted clinical expression of PD during this phase should be taken into account
carefully to develop a functional system.

•

Finally, as for the advanced stage (represented by green columns in the Figure 7), the
symptoms with an higher index of clinical relevance were “falls”, “freezing of gate”,
“difficulty in turning” and “shuffle” with an index value of 1.91, 1.50, 0.84 and 0.56,
respectively.

In conclusion, the results of the present deliverable give some important indication about the
utilization of data from professional’s questionnaire. In fact, some suggestions arise for
targeting REMPARK system on some specific symptoms as a function of the severity of PD in
terms of mild, moderate and advanced stages. At this regard, the REMPARK appears to be
perceived particularly useful to be applied for both monitoring and improving PD symptoms
in the moderate-advanced stages of the disease. Taken together this observation, the evidence
that PD patients spontaneously adopt strategies to improve gait disorders by using external aids
and those data documenting that professionals here included consider verbal cueing as the most
useful strategy to be adopted for enhancing motor abilities in patients above disease phases,
suggest that REMPARK system might be a useful and well accepted instrument for the
therapeutic management of PD.
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5. Annex
5.1. Questionnaire English version
Presentation of the questionnaire
TITLE. QUESTIONNAIRE
PARKINSON'S
PROFESSIONALS

TO

ASSESS

THE

MOBILITY

PROBLEMS

OF

REMPARK is a European Union funded project that will develop a wearable monitoring system
to identify in real time the motor status of people with Parkinson’s, and will evaluate
ON/OFF/Dyskinesia status and freezing of gait whilst walking during daily activities.
The aim is to develop a gait guidance system that will help people with Parkinson’s in real time,
carry out their daily activities.
The system will incorporate a number of sensors including a device the size of a mobile phone,
fitted at the waist. These will detect the changes in the wearers movements and will determine if
they are ON/OFF/Dyskinetic or frozen. The device will then carry out an action that will correct
the change.
The REMPARK team would be very grateful for your help in completing this survey to
determine what the major mobility issues you may have are, and to identify the strategies to
improve gait difficulties.
We focus on people with Parkinson’s that meet all of the following criteria:
□ Aged between 50 and 80 years
□ Should not have a non-neurological condition that limits mobility
□ Should experience on-off fluctuations and/or dyskinesia and/or freezing of gait (FOG)
To collaborate in the study, it is necessary to have experience in the management of people with
Parkinson’s disease. tick your specialty:
□ Neurologist
□ Geriatrician
□ Physiotherapist
□ Occupational Therapist
1- Country: □ Ireland □ Spain

□ Italy □ Israel

2- Years of experience of working in the Parkinson’s field: ____
3- Are you currently engaged in working with Parkinson's? □ Yes
4- Kind of Workplace: □ Public
□ Private □Others (specify)
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Here we are interested in your opinion regarding the mobility problems in Parkinson's disease.
Please answer the following questions:

To answer the following questions, please think of people with Parkinson's in mild stage
(H&Y=I-II)
5.1 - What do you considerer are the three most characteristic motor symptoms of this phase?
Please indicate, (1) = frequent (3) = less frequent
□ Small steps
□ Shuffle
□ Difficulty in turning
□ FOG (Freezing of gait)
□ Reduced speed when walking
□ Falls
□ Other (Specify)________________________________________________________

5.2- What do you consider are the 3 motor symptoms that interfere more, with the quality of life
of people with Parkinson's at this stage of the disease? Please indicate (1)= higher disability (3)
less disabling:
□ Small steps
□ Shuffle
□ Difficulty in turning
□ FOG (Freezing of gait)
□ Reduced speed when walking
□ Falls
□ Other (Specify)________________________________________________________

5.3 What do you consider are the three priorities to treat symptoms at this stage of the disease?
Please indicate (1) = highest priority (3) = lowest priority
□ Small steps
□ Shuffle
□ Difficulty in turning
□ FOG (Freezing of gait)
□ Reduced speed when walking
□ Falls
□ Other (Specify)________________________________________________________
5.4 - Do you consider that at this stage of the disease people with Parkinson's are using
strategies to improve gait?
□ No
□ Yes, please indicate the three most commonly used strategies. Order from most
common (1) to less frequent (3):
25
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□ stick
□ counting steps
□ following floor tiles
□ using the help of an external rhythm such as a metronome, music
□ verbal cueing (from a partner, carer or friend, saying for example: one-two-one-two)
□ Focus on walking
□ none
□ Other (Specify)________________________________________________
5.5 - Which of these strategies do you consider to be the most useful for improving walking at
this stage? Please indicate (1) = more useful (3) = less useful
□ stick
□ counting steps
□ following floor tiles
□ using the help of an external rhythm such as a metronome, music
□ Verbal cueing (from a partner, carer or friend, saying for example: one-two-one-two)
□ Focus on walking
□ none
□ Other (Specify)______________________________________________________

To answer these questions, please think of people with Parkinson's in moderate stage
(H&Y=III)
6.1 - What do you consider are the three most characteristic motor symptoms of this phase?
Please indicate (1) = frequent (3) = less frequent
□ Small steps
□ Shuffle
□ Difficulty in turning
□ FOG (Freezing of gait)
□ Reduced speed when walking
□ Falls
□ Other (Specify)______________________________________________________
6.2- What do you consider are the 3 motor symptoms that interfere more with quality of life of
people with Parkinson's at this stage of the disease? Please indicate (1)= higher disability (3)
less disabling:
□ Small steps
□ Shuffle
□ Difficulty in turning
□ FOG (Freezing of gait)
□ Reduced speed when walking
□ Falls
□ Other (Specify)______________________________________________________
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6.3 What do you consider are the three priorities to treat symptoms at this stage of the disease?
Please indicate (1) = highest priority (3) = lowest priority:
□ Small steps
□ Shuffle
□ Difficulty in turning
□ FOG (Freezing of gait)
□ Reduced speed when walking
□ Falls
□ Other (Specify)______________________________________________________
6.4 - Do you consider that at this stage of the disease people with Parkinson's are using
strategies to improve gait?
□ No
□ Yes, please indicate the three most commonly used strategies. Please indicate (1) =
most common (1) (3) = less frequent:
□ stick
□ counting steps
□ following floor tiles
□ using the help of an external rhythm such as a metronome, music
□ Verbal cueing (from a partner, carer or friend, saying for example: one-two-one-two)
□ Focus on walking
□ none
□ Other (Specify)______________________________________________________

6.5 - Which of these strategies do you consider to be the most useful for improving walking at
this stage? Please indicate (1) = more useful (3) = less useful
□ stick
□ counting steps
□ following floor tiles
□ using the help of an external rhythm such as a metronome, music
□ Verbal cueing (from a partner, carer or friend, saying for example: one-two-one-two)
□ Focus on walking
□ none
□ Other (Specify)______________________________________________________

To answer these questions, please think of people with Parkinson's in advanced stage of the
disease (H&Y=IV-V)
7.1 - What do you consider are the three most characteristic motor symptoms of this phase?
Please indicate below, (1) = frequent (3) = less frequent
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□ Small steps
□ Shuffle
□ Difficulty in turning
□ FOG (Freezing of gait)
□ Reduced speed when walking
□ Falls
□ Other (Specify)________________________________________________________
7.2- What do you consider are the 3 motor symptoms that interfere more with quality of life of
people with Parkinson's at this stage of the disease? Please indicate below, (1)= higher disability
(3) = less disabling:
□ Small steps
□ Shuffle
□ Difficulty in turning
□ FOG (Freezing of gait)
□ Reduced speed when walking
□ Falls
□ Other (Specify)
7.3- What do you consider are the three priorities to treat symptoms at this stage of the disease?
Please indicate (1) = highest priority (3) = lowest priority:
□ Small steps
□ Shuffle
□ Difficulty in turning
□ FOG (Freezing of gait)
□ Reduced speed when walking
□ Falls
□ Other (Specify)________________________________________________________
7.4 - - Do you consider that at this stage of the disease people with Parkinson's are using
strategies to improve gait?
□ No
□ Yes, please indicate the three most commonly used strategies. Please indicate (1) =
most common (3) = less frequent
□ Stick
□ Counting steps
□ Following floor tiles
□ Using the help of an external rhythm such as a metronome, music
□ Verbal cueing (from a partner, carer or friend, saying for example: one-two-one-two)
□ Focus on walking
□ None
□ Other (Specify)______________________________________________________
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7.5 - Which of these strategies do you consider to be the most useful for improving walking at
this stage? Please indicate (1) = more useful (3) = less useful
□ Stick
□ Counting steps
□ Following floor tiles
□ Using the help of an external rhythm such as a metronome, music
□ Verbal cueing (from a partner, carer or friend, saying for example: one-two-one-two)
□ Focus on walking
□ None
□ Other (Specify)______________________________________________________

ABOUT REMPARK SYSTEM
The REMPARK Project, will develop a wearable monitoring system able to identify in real time
the motor status of people with Parkinson’s, evaluating ON/OFF/Dyskinesia/FOG status, with
sensitivity greater than 80% and specificity greater than 80% in operation during ambulatory
conditions. REMPARK will also develop a gait guidance system able to help people with
Parkinson’s in real time during their daily activities.
At a second level, the intelligent analysis of data provided by the first level, supported with a
disease management system will allow the neurologist in charge to access accurate and reliable
information to help decide the treatment that best suits the person, improving the management
of their disease, and in particular to adjust the so called therapeutic window.
To achieve this global goal, four main objectives need to be achieved:
• Identification of motor status in real time
• Development of a gait guidance system
• Development of a user interface to collect direct feedback from the person
• Development of a server to allow interaction with the doctor in charge and track the evolution
of the wearer’s condition.

8.1 - Do you consider that a system such as REMPARK would be useful to improve motor
problems of your people with Parkinson's?
□ No. Why? _______________________________________________________
□ Yes. Please, indicate the phase of the disease stage, according to their usefulness: (1)
= more useful (3) = least useful
□ Mild (H&Y=I-II)
□ Moderate (H&Y=III)
□ Advanced (H&Y=IV-V)
8.2 – In your clinical practice, do you consider that a system such as REMPARK would be a
useful system for monitoring motor problems of your people with Parkinson's?
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□ No. Why? _______________________________________________________
□ Yes. Please indicate the phase of the disease, according to their usefulness: (1) =
more useful (3) = least useful
□ Mild (H&Y=I-II)
□ Moderate (H&Y=III)
□ Advanced (H&Y=IV-V)
8.3 - Do you consider the REMPARK system could help people with Parkinson's to improve
their future motor problems?
□ No. Why? _______________________________________________________
□ Yes Please indicate the motor problems that you consider can benefit from the
REMPARK system. (1) = greatest benefit (3) = less benefit
□ Small step
□ Shuffle
□ Difficulty in turning
□ FOG (Freezing of gait)
□ Reduced speed when walking
□ Falls
□ Other (Specify)
8.4 - Do you consider the REMPARK system useful to monitor the motor problems of your
people with Parkinson's?
□ No. Why? _______________________________________________________
□ Yes, please indicate the motor problems that you consider may benefit from the
REMPARK system. (1) = greatest benefit (3) = less benefit
□ Small step
□ Shuffle
□ Difficulty in turning
□ FOG (Freezing of gait)
□ Reduced speed when walking
□ Falls
□ Other (Specify)
8.5- Would you use a gait guidance system such as Rempark in your centre?
□ No. Why?
□ Yes. Why?

END OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE
Please, check that you answered all the questions.
Thank you very much for your attention.
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